Technology Revolution of HLA Typing
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Introduction

The human leukocyte antigen (HLA) region is the most polymorphic in the human genome, which located on the chromosome 6p21 encodes more than 200 genes. HLA loci are known to influence susceptibility to numerous diseases including complex autoimmune and inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, type 1 diabetes, and multiple sclerosis; nasopharyngeal cancer, Hodgkin disease and other cancers; infectious diseases including malaria, tuberculosis, and AIDS; rejection of hematopoietic stem cell or organ transplants [1-4].

The determination of the classical HLA alleles has been developed rapidly over past thirty years, especial in DNA typing techniques. The various typing method have been used for HLA DNA typing, such as incorporating restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) [5], sequence specific oligonucleotide hybridization (SSOs) [6], sequence specific primers (SSPs) [7] and capillary sequencing with chain-termination reaction (Sanger sequencing or SBT) [8]. More recently, next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, which are also referred as second-generation sequence technologies are new developments. NGS was initially introduced for whole genome sequencing and for quantitation of viral variants or genetic mutations in tumor tissues [9]. The most significant feature of NGS technologies is that a large amount of clonal sequences could be generated in a single sequencing run. To make NGS technology available for small and intermediate sized laboratories, the major vendors of second generation sequencing technology have released their benchtop sequencers. Those benchtop NGS platforms offer sufficient throughput for a variety of targeted sequencing applications and fit easily into a medium sized equipment budget plan. The significant improvement in NGS make it has great potential to overcome traditional sequencing-based typing, resulted in revolutionary changes in HLA typing. Indeed, three main platforms, the Roche 454 GS Junior, the Illumina Miseq and the Ion Torrent system, using NGS have been developed recently, and some platforms are still to come.

Here we evaluate the application of these new sequencing platforms in HLA and summarize of the technical specifications of each of these instruments.

The Roche 454 system was the many firsts NGS system that had been introduced into market. Bentley et al. demonstrated the high-resolution HLA genotyping by amplicon pooling approach in Roche 454/FLX sequencer in 2009 [10]. Nowadays, commercially as the GS GType HLA Primer Sets, enable high- and medium-resolution genotyping of the class I and II loci of the HLA genes running on both Roche 454GS FLX and GS Junior systems. 454 sequencing system employs emulsion polymerase chain reaction, barcoding of amplicons and long range sequence reads that allow for setting phase for linked polymorphisms within the sequenced DNA library fragment, perfectly fitting to the highly polymorphic immunogenetics diagnosed. Methodically, titanium libraries of single-stranded template DNA fragments were prepared for emPCR and sequencing using a GS FLX Titanium Rapid Library Preparation kit. The multiplexed libraries were clonally amplified by emPCR in order to produce hundreds of thousands or millions of copies of the same template sequence so that sufficient signal would be generated to be easily detected and recorded by the sequencing system. Currently, the Roche GS GType HLA Primer Sets 454 Life Sciences for the 454 FLX and GS Junior platform is the only commercially available HLA typing kit for next-generation sequencing. Amplicon-based sequencing results generated by 454 systems could be imported to third party genotyping software, Conexio ATF software (Conexio Genomics, Fremantle, Australia), with a user-friendly interface for analysis [11]. These software developments have improved the robustness and reliability and proved with excellent results in a study with eight different reference laboratories [12]. The disadvantage of 454 NGS platform was 454 technology demands expensive reagents. The inherently high costs drive the manufacturer to seek for new technologies.

In recent years, the sequencing industry has been dominated by Illumina. Illumina released the Miseq NGS system in early 2011, implementing the Solexa Technology, initially developed at the University of Cambridge. Methodically, after libraries were denatured and diluted, DNA molecules are bound to a solid phase, so call flow cell, via forward and reverse adaptor oligonucleotides. Complementary “adapter” specific sequences are attached to the templates during library generation at their 5’and 3’ends, thus enabling them to bind to the flow cell surface. To enhance the sequencing signal, single DNA molecules are bound to the surface of the flow cell, and then bridge-amplified to form clusters resulting in up to 1000 densely packed identical copies of the original solid phase-bound template. Clusters are imaged using LED and filter combinations specific to each of the four fluorescently labeled deoxyribonucleotides. After imaging of one tile of the flow cell is complete, the flow cell is moved into place to expose the next tile. The process is repeated for each cycle of sequencing. The data are collected for each cluster separately and used to generate the ‘paired-end output files’. In Miseq’s original form, the read lengths were limited to a maximum of 2×150 bp. However, Illumina improves their sequencing chemistry and sequencing data collection continuously. In the latest version of Miseq (V3), read lengths reached up to 2×300 bp paired-end. The long read lengths improvement allows Miseq well applicable for HLA typing. Basically two different principles may be applied. In so-called ‘amplicon-based’ approaches, sequencing templates are generated by specific PCR of the genomic regions of interest, followed by subsequent pooling and sequencing of these templates. In ‘shotgun’ approaches, genomic DNA or long range
PCR products are randomly fragmented followed by enzymatic end-repair and adapter/index oligonucleotide addition steps [13].

Ion Torrent launched in February 2010 with a sequencer based not on dye-labeled oligonucleotides and expensive optics but on ion detection [14]. The Ion Personal Genome Machine (PGM) produces the fastest results of any benchtop next-generation sequencer, offering a one-day workflow for most applications. Briefly, DNA fragments with specific adapter sequences are linked to and then clonally amplified by emulsion PCR on the surface of 3-micron diameter beads, known as Ion Sphere Particles. The templated beads are loaded into proton-sensing wells that are fabricated on a silicon wafer and sequencing is primed from a specific location in the adapter sequence: As sequencing proceeds, each of the four bases is introduced sequentially; the polymerase incorporates the appropriate oligonucleotide into the growing strand, and the hydrogen ion that is released changes the pH in the solution, which is detected by an ion sensor. This allows sequencing in real time. Ion Torrent platform has rapidest and scalable sequencing comparing with other NGS platforms. A 200 bps run only takes 2 h for completion and the equipment needed for signal detection is comparatively inexpensive. The disadvantages concern the uneven coverage and the high manual workload, and the sequencing error rate is higher than those of other platforms [15].

High-throughput HLA genotyping using NGS have been reported by several groups [12,16-20]. Most of these studies amplified in an exon based strategy and sequenced in a multiplexed manner. The super high-resolution technologies give the great advantage to exploit disease associations of HLA in detail. For example, whole exome sequencing of HLA allow researches perform amino acid variation analyses precisely. A novel method for analysis of MHC/disease associations that additionally incorporates structural and functional information about the HLA molecules to help illuminate the biological nature of disease associations based on variations in the functional sequence features to augment allele-based association analyses had been reported [21]. A genetic study from our group had demonstrated that a powerful genetic influence on NPC onset, implicates explicit HLA alleles, peptide recognition motifs, and amino acid variants that confer strong genetic influence on the development of NPC [22].

New technologies substantially improve the allele resolution for genotyping and lead to a better understanding of HLA disease association. For requirements of clinical testing and compliance with regulatory issues, in addition to the specifications and performance of the sequencer, extensive development and validation are necessary for HLA-typing applications.
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